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One of the advantages of retirement is that ‘winter’ orienteering in warmer places is now
possible - and several friends had said that the Portugal Orienteering Meeting (POM), held
annually since 2009 in February or early March, was well worth adding to the orienteering
‘bucket list’. This year’s venue was Évora, a town with Roman origins, Moorish influences
and splendid medieval city walls. Situated only an hour and a half east of Lisbon in the
Alentejo region, it seemed an opportunity too good to miss. There were some familiar faces
at Bristol airport waiting for the Thursday morning flight to Lisbon, including Kerno and BOK
orienteers also escaping from the damp southwest winter weather.
More than 2000 orienteers took part in POM this year – one thirds were from Portugal, but
a wide range of countries were represented. Most were from other European countries
(over 100 Brits) with many Scandinavians escaping the cold, dark northern winter. Included
this year was an urban event around Évora, three forest events and a night sprint for those
who wanted to try every format. It felt like our equivalent of the JK - one day was a national
holiday, which local towns and villages celebrated with festivals and processions. The
competition in the senior classes was keen, as is to be expected with so many Scandinavians
running.

The forests were delightful – mostly scattered cork and holm oak, with fast running between
complex boulder features. Much of the rock was granite, so I felt very at home! The
standard of mapping was excellent, although the areas of slow run would hardly be noticed
by mappers in this country, and it was possible to run through marshes without realising. It
was delightful to finish all the events with dry feet! The event was relaxed, professionally
run, and the courses well suited to the terrain, challenging but not too physically
demanding. The urban around Évora was fast and furious, not too technical, and provided
some amusement for Anne as several of the courses took runners (including me) past the

balcony of our traditional town house which was located in a narrow cobbled street of the
old Moorish quarter.
So, what about the ‘Après-O’? The Roman remains in the
area were interesting, as were the fortified medieval
hilltop villages. Anne even persuaded me to visit a carpet
museum, which believe it or not was really interesting, as
the region has a long tradition of producing fabrics with
natural dyes and interesting designs. Delicious pastries,
notably the Pastel de nata, helped post-run re-fuelling.
And I can recommend the Alentejo wines, particularly the
reds.
There are some great photos, video clips and examples of the maps on the POM Facebook
page – see the link below. Next year POM 2019 is being held on the Atlantic coast between
Lisbon and Porto – I have put the date in my diary already!
Rob Parkinson
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/portugal.o.meeting/
Web: http://pom.pt/2018/en/welcome/

